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The lives of four strangers are forever altered when they meet in a Greek
seaside village in this compelling novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Maeve Binchy.

Tourists enter the hilltop tavern, alone and in pairs, for a casual lunch. But a
sudden tragedy in the harbor below causes these perfect strangers to become
unlikely friends as their lives begin to entwine...

Fiona left her nursing career in Ireland to be with the man everyone thinks is
wrong for her. Elsa fled Germany and her high-powered television job once she
learned what the man she loved was hiding from her. Thomas mourns his failed
marriage and misses his young son in California, while David yearns to reconcile
with his family in England without having to go into the family business. Chance
has brought them together, and together they will find new ways of looking at the
lives they left behind.

“By the time the bouzouki players start up on the last page, you’ll feel
you’ve known these people all your life.”—The Seattle Times 

“The sort of book you should take with you on a trip to the Greek
islands.”—The Boston Globe
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Fiona left her nursing career in Ireland to be with the man everyone thinks is wrong for her. Elsa fled
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Editorial Review

From Publishers Weekly
Four strangers cross paths in a tiny Greek seaside village in this thin but engaging new novel by bestselling
Binchy (Quentins; Circle of Friends). When tragedy strikes the smalltown of Aghia Anna in the form of a
devastating fire on a tourist pleasure boat—24 people are killed—elderly barkeeper Andreas and craft-shop
owner Vonni find themselves host to a random assortment of travelers who watch the conflagration from
Andreas's taverna. There is Elsa, the German beauty who is trying to flee from love; David, the quiet young
Englishman whose demanding father wants him to go into the family business; Thomas, the American
professor who struggles to share his son with his ex-wife's new husband; and Fiona, the Irish nurse who
follows her abusive boyfriend despite the warnings of her friends and family. As these strangers become
friends, the mysterious Vonni, an Irish woman whose Greek is fluent and whose respected position in town is
unquestioned, explores her own memories of heartache, as does Andreas. Unwilling to see their new friends
repeat their mistakes, Andreas and Vonni set out to influence the hearts of this motley bunch of foreigners
before they leave the village. The setup is flimsy, and the bonds the characters develop are too slender to
provide much emotional texture, but Binchy's fans will enjoy this summery page-turner.
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
In perennially popular Binchy's latest, four strangers on holiday in Greece band together after witnessing a
tragic boating accident to become friends, and lovers, in an enchanting story that explores the mercurial
nature of friendships and the elusive meaning of family. Residents of different countries, the four vacationers
discover a commonality: a desire to escape contentious family situations back home. A newly divorced
father, Thomas has taken a year's sabbatical to give his young son time to acclimate to his new stepfather.
David, a timid Englishman, knows he's disappointing his successful father by not taking over the family
business. Elsa, a glamorous German TV reporter, has walked out on a tumultuous love affair, while Fiona is
defying family and friends in Ireland by running off with her rebellious boyfriend. Serendipitously, two
locals, Andreas and Vonni, befriend the travelers and help them gain perspectives that will put their unsettled
lives in order. A beloved storyteller, Binchy excels in the art of the character-driven plot. Although her
characters are not necessarily complex, the stories she weaves around them are tales as compelling for their
surprises as they are comforting in their sympathetic warmth. Redolent of the life-affirming enthusiasm that
is Greek village life, Binchy's newest is a rich homage to meaningful relationships. Carol Haggas
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

Review
Praise for Maeve Binchy and Nights of Rain and Stars

“Satisfying and comforting.”—The Columbus Dispatch
 
“Engaging…Binchy’s fans will enjoy this summery page-turner.”—Publishers Weekly

“A remarkably gifted writer...a wonderful student of human nature.”—The New York Times Book Review 

“Reading one of Maeve Binchy’s novels is like coming home.”—The Washington Post

“Binchy is a grand storyteller in the finest Irish tradition…she writes from the heart.”—The Cleveland Plain
Dealer 

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


“Binchy’s genius is transforming storytelling into art.”—San Francisco Examiner & Chronicle

“Binchy’s tales combine warmth and spunk in a quintessentially Celtic way...In the field of women’s popular
fiction, the Dublin storyteller sticks out like a faultless solitaire on a Woolworth’s jewelry
counter.”—Chicago Tribune

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Calvin Baker:

Nowadays reading books become more and more than want or need but also be a life style. This reading
routine give you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge the particular information
inside the book this improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of
publication you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want feel happy
read one using theme for entertaining including comic or novel. The particular Nights of Rain and Stars is
kind of publication which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

William Prentice:

Reading a reserve can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world likes. Do you like reading book
so. There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a publication will give you a lot of new facts.
When you read a publication you will get new information mainly because book is one of numerous ways to
share the information as well as their idea. Second, reading a book will make anyone more imaginative.
When you studying a book especially fictional works book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the
story how the character types do it anything. Third, you are able to share your knowledge to other
individuals. When you read this Nights of Rain and Stars, you are able to tells your family, friends along
with soon about yours reserve. Your knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a guide.

Pablo McNamara:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book approach, more simple and reachable. This specific Nights of Rain and Stars can give you a lot of pals
because by you taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more like
an interesting person. This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This guide offer you
information that perhaps your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than different make you to be great
individuals. So , why hesitate? Let us have Nights of Rain and Stars.

Louella Rape:

Reserve is one of source of knowledge. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen will need book to know the revise information of year to help year. As we know
those guides have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world.



Through the book Nights of Rain and Stars we can take more advantage. Don't someone to be creative
people? To become creative person must prefer to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that
appropriate with your aim. Don't end up being doubt to change your life at this book Nights of Rain and
Stars. You can more pleasing than now.
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